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1 Introduction

Current production practices and consumption are constraining the need for
feeding the global population without degrading ecosystems, depleting resources,
and driving climate change [6]. Hence, industrialized food systems require to be
transformed into a set of alternatives embedded in the principles of sustainable
production and development [4]. However, transformation is not evident as cur-
rent food systems are inherently hierarchically complex, needing different aspects
across different levels to change [1]. Such multilevel changes will affect institu-
tions, social interactions, modes of organizations, and value chain coordination
[3].

Despite the calls for a transformation of agri-food systems, little research
has been conducted to show dynamically the extent and degrees of mechanisms
enabling change. In this regard, with this research we aim to investigate when
and how innovative practices could play as mechanisms for a transformation of
agri-food systems.

In doing so, we focus on a case of community-supported agriculture (CSA)
in Flanders, Belgium. CSAs have shown great potential by bringing consumers
and farmers into direct contact while practicing sustainable principles of food
production. CSAs resemble a short-chain coordination mechanism, if broadly
adopted in the region, could substantially reshape the agri-food systems. There-
fore, we have developed an agent-based model (ABM) to understand the hori-
zontal upscaling of typical organic CSA farms into innovative ones in Flanders,
considering the heterogeneity and complexities of agri-food systems. ABMs have
shown great potential to simulate complex adaptive systems, study the agricul-
tural sector and derive policy recommendations [5, 2]. In developing our model,
we have taken a participatory approach.

Conducting a sensitivity analysis, our preliminary results show the significant
role of factors such as farms’ links to each other, the increase in innovative organic
consumption demand, and the minimum total income a farm is willing to accept
in uptaking innovative practices.
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2 The model

2.1 Setting up the scene

Our case is about the uptake of innovative practices by CSAs in Flanders, and we
extracted both qualitative and quantitative data in the frame of ERA-NET SUS-
FOOD2/CORE FOODLEVERS project. The qualitative data are from a pioneer
CSA farm located in West Flanders that in 2017 has initiated a collaboration
with a close-by local hospital kitchen, which we frame as an innovative practice
within organic agriculture. In this regard, we have interviewed the actors in the
chain to understand how is the chain structure, how are the transactions, and
when such a relationship was formalized and perceived as an opportunity. The
quantitative data1 allows us to simulate the trend of growth in organic farming
in Flanders together with their economic data. In a nutshell, while the trend is
still increasing, about 3% of the total farms in Flanders are organic farms. They
are mostly small size, they have on average lower yields than conventional farms,
relatively more costs, and higher-priced products.

2.2 Model structure, parameters, flows

We implement the model in NetLogo 6.2.2. Following the case specificity, the
main agents in the model are cropping farms and consumers (i.e. public kitchens
as large consumers, and individual consumers). The farms could be either or-
ganic or conventional, as well as innovative or non-innovative, resulting in 4
types of cropping farms representing the Flemish agriculture. In addition, farms
could convert from conventional to organic or backwards when conditions are
met. Patches simulate consumers, which compromise groups of or individual
consumers. The decision-making of consumers is mainly driven by the price of
products. Thus, with this approach, we are able to capture the collaboration
between a CSA and consumers, including large kitchens, as one potential inno-
vative practice in organic farming. The purpose is hence to observe under which
conditions would farms become innovative organic and adopt such collaboration
practice with large consumers.

The main dynamics of the model are as follows. First, the model is initialized
by creating 300 farms2, while assigning heterogeneity in sizes using random dis-
tributions, upscaling probabilities (i.e. becoming innovative), and types, where
1% of farms are innovative organic, 2% of farms are non-innovative organic,
and 1% of farms are innovative conventional, making 96% of farms being non-
innovative conventional. Second, the farms will create links with their neighbors
based on the parameters farms-links and radius, resulting in connected commu-
nities. Moreover, farms will start performing by producing crops. Then, farms
will assess their yearly yield based on input crops, area, and a random distribu-
tion function, representing the effect of climate on production each year. Once

1 From sources such as BIORAPPORT, STATBEL, and FADN.
2 We chose 300 farms for computational reasons.
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the yield is calculated, farms will sell their products and calculate their revenues
based on the price, which is different for organic and conventional. In the model,
we include a simple price dynamic to adapt the price to the demand on each
turn.

Farms continue by assessing which ratio of their network are innovative, giv-
ing them a social pressure value (St). Then, farms will also check the parameter
of innovative and organic consumption trend (C) and calculate a propensity (P )
toward changing and becoming innovative (i.e. horizontal upscaling) as follows,

Pi = α1St + α2C (1)

where α1 is the social-pressure-effect, and α2 is the innovative-consumption-
trend-effect. Every two years, farms evaluate their revenues, and if their last
revenue is above a threshold, their upscaling-probability increases. Otherwise,
using a random function, their upscaling-probability decreases. The threshold in
this procedure is a parameter called bad-experience-threshold, resembling how
much farms are willing to accept revenues below their current revenue status.
After calculating the Pi and adjusting the upscaling-probability, the farm decides
whether to upscale or downscale. If the Pi is above the change-threshold, if the
farm has a small area, and if the upscaling-probability that includes the demand
effect is above 0.5, then the farm will upscale and become innovative. Otherwise,
if the previous conditions are not met, farms with a random probability and with
a low upscaling-probability will downscale and become non-innovative.

3 Findings, impact, and limitation

Following a sensitivity approach [7], we design experiments to explore the pa-
rameters influencing the outcome variable “ratio of innovative organic farms”.
Therefore, we co-vary the parameters of innovative-consumption-trend, farms-
links, and bad-experience-threshold. The factorial design resulted in 90 configu-
rations which we repeated 20 times.

The results3 of this experiment are demonstrated in Figure 1. The results
show that these parameters play a significant role in the emerging trends, how-
ever, their effects vary in different configurations. First, when increasing the
innovative-consumption-trend, more farms will become innovative organic. This
is noticeable when the bad-experience-threshold is below 0.9. Second, when in-
creasing bad-experience-threshold, fewer farms become innovative organic. Last,
farms-links parameter has its highest effect when both innovative-consumption-
trend and bad-experience-threshold are at their lowest values. That is, when there
is low demand and less willingness to accept lower revenues, social pressure could
play a role in which with more links, more farms become innovative organic.
Altogether, it appears that the combination of innovative-consumption-trend,

3 The model is in progress and we are presenting preliminary results. A more extensive
results will be presented during the conference.
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farms-links, and bad-experience-threshold can be seen as a mechanism leading to
a leverage point for the transformation toward innovative organic productions.

However, the model requires further calibration with real data and an exten-
sive sensitivity analysis of all parameters, which would improve the quality of
this model.

Fig. 1: Effects of innovative-consumption-trend, farms-links, and bad-experience-
threshold
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